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This week

(Illegal) migration

Deportation project



Flow from poor to rich

Positive net migration in 
much of LA

Look at Venezuela



The decision to migrate
It’s all relative: conditions in 

origin vs. destination 

Migration is costly

𝔼(utilitydestination) − costsmigration ≥ 𝔼(utilityorigin)

Analogous to investment — 
upfront costs + risks, uncertain 

returns



Causes of migration
What factors influence 

?𝔼(utilitydestination), 𝔼(utilityorigin)

Economic: wages, job availability, 
labor shocks

Safety: war, crime, climate

Networks: links at destination



19th - 20th century:  
LA is hotspot for 

European migrants 
looking for work, 
adventure, safety







The wage differential

Wage differentials play a big 
role in the decision to 

migrate

(Relatively) high wages drive 
migration from poor to rich 

countries



Income shocks

Negative income shocks in 
origin relative to destination 

also drive migration

Shocks: recessions, hyper-
inflation, natural disasters



Improvements at the origin

Positive income shocks at 
origin have a more 
complicated effect

At first increases migration as 
more people are able to 

move (think: investment!)

But eventually decreases 
migration



Income shocks

Shocks at destination also 
influence migration

US recessions —> fewer job 
opportunities, drop in 

consumer demand, etc. —> 
drop in migrant inflows



It’s all relative

Mexico also impacted by 
Great Recession, but not 

enough to offset equation!

𝔼(utilitydestination) − costsmigration ≥ 𝔼(utilityorigin)



Risk and safety

Armed conflicts, natural disasters shape risk/safety at 
origin and destination



Networks

Migrants cluster, often in just a 
few locations

Jobs, friends, family, social 
connections



Where are people migrating 
from?

37 million live outside country of birth



Destination
Major destinations:

United States

Canada

Spain

The UK



Remittances

Many work abroad and send 
wages back home

Billions of dollars move every 
year to poor countries from 

workers in rich countries





Think about the wage differential implied by 
this!



US migration: before

Farm workers, temporary, 
cyclical



US migration: before

Seasonal, responds to 
demand for farm labor



US migration: now

Changing US labor market



US migration: now



Migration now



The costs of unauthorized 
migration

Distance/geography

Transport costs

Avoiding capture, enforcement

𝔼(utilitydestination) − costsmigration ≥ 𝔼(utilityorigin)



Geography

Geography plays a huge role in 
where migrants go



Geography



Transport costs

Crossing the border is 
dangerous, uncertain



Transport costs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hT6-M_jIul0


Transport costs

Migrants often rely on costly and often 
predatory smugglers (coyotes)



Avoiding capture

Avoiding capture —> weaker access to 
services, vulnerable to abuse



Enforcement

Changes in legal channels to US pretty static; 
most variation in enforcement is related to 

deportations and apprehensions



Enforcement of the border

Varies from admin to admin



Why does enforcement vary?

Immigration is highly politicized in 
destination countries

Why backlash to immigration?

Self-interest motive

Migrants displace local 
labor, depress wages, 

commit crime

Sociotropic motive

Migrant culture values 
too different, out-group 

bias



Example: Venezuela

Millions of Venezuelans have fled 
crisis, especially to Colombia



Native responses

Rise in anti-migration sentiment 
in Colombia; why?

Is it that these migrants are 
increasing competition for jobs?

Or that Colombians don’t want to 
be exposed to Venezuelan culture?



Refugees and migrants



Refugees vs. migrants
Surge of Colombian refugees (conflict) —> 

anti-migrant attitudes (self-interest)

Surge of Venezuelan migrants —> anti-
migrant attitudes (sociotropic)

Only Venezuelan migrants increase voting 
and voting for anti-migration parties



DEPORTATION
US deporting at rates of 200k-300k per year

What happens to deportees? We know very 
little about this



DEPORTEE PROJECT
Data collection at point of arrival in 

Guatemala

2-6 month follow-up interviews



The Trip North





Economic factors, networks, safety
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Held hostage to
carry drugs

Assaulted by
coyote

Held hostage
for ransom

ID withheld
(not for
safety)

Threatened by
coyote

Extorted for
extra fees

Forbidden
contact other

travelers

Forbidden
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Coyote to
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Percent of respondents reporting each experience during transportation.

Dangers Faced by Deportees During Migration

Source: Devlab@Duke (2019) Guatemala Deportee Survey.

The trip north: 
68% = on foot 

16% = boat

Coyotes charge ~$6,000 
USD, often on credit  

(how to enforce?)
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Number of reported successful migration attempts to the US.

Most Deportees Have Made Multiple Trips to the US

Source: Devlab@Duke (2019) Guatemala Deportee Survey.

Some deported multiple times, 
others simply leave and return



Life in the US



Big split: 
apprehended at 

border vs. interior



Deportation



~20 plane-loads a week of 
deportees to Guatemala City





Majority not from Guatemala City



Among those that leave:  
Avg $7k in savings,  

vehicle $10-15k

80% have at least one family 
member in US 

22% leave spouse or child



Among follow-ups:  
No steady income 3-6 months after arrival



The future?

• Many deportees have spent a considerable 
amount of time in US, leaving family + assets 
behind 

• Poor prospects at home; little in the way of 
support from Guate government 

• Unsurprisingly, 78% of respondents say they 
might or definitely intend to re-migrate to the 
U.S. in the coming year



Some deportees struggle to reintegrate, 
others fare better; what explains this?

Golash-Boza focuses on two factors: negative 
credentials and foreign-earned capital

“BACK” IN GUATE



Many deportees move to US as children and 
have strong English skills + cultural capital

FOREIGN-EARNED CAPITAL



Call center jobs esp. important given stigma 
against deportees, tattoos in Guate

NEGATIVE CREDENTIALS

The cultural “differential”: tattoos more 
stigmatized in Guate than US



Not all deportees have this mix of skills + 
cultural capital

And even the ones that do aren’t always 
able to get these jobs



This is surprising given high 
demand for workers/high 

turnover in call-center industry

Some simply don’t have the 
connections or information 
necessary to get these jobs



CONNECTING TO THE CLASS

People with higher human capital 
(education, skills, etc.) are better off than 

those without

But converting those skills into high-
paying work requires connections + info

Connections = family ties, living in cities, 
access to transportation


